Aglow’s Pathway to TRANSFORMATIONAL GIVING

Transform the world and your own heart! 2 Cor. 9:10-13

The Journey Starts Here

Local
Giving to support your local Aglow group is the first step of your journey.

Global Partner
Step two is becoming a Global Partner with an annual membership fee.

A-Company
The third step on your giving journey is to join A-Company with monthly giving.

Other Giving Opportunities
Your fourth step is to give to various projects as the Lord directs.

Keep Going...
The journey to transformational giving is an ongoing adventure. Together we will see every nation touched and every heart changed through the work of Aglow International. Visit aglow.org/give to learn more.

aglow.org/give
When you give to Aglow International, nations are touched and hearts are changed. Here’s how it happens...

Members of local groups give to Headquarters through Global Partnership, monthly A-Company contributions and other giving opportunities.

Funds given to Aglow Headquarters enable us to provide resources for local groups around the world.

Through your donations, the Aglow International Headquarters provides:

- Visionary leadership and direction for the global ministry.
- Leader development/training for every level of Aglow leadership.
- Resources and materials.
- Assistance for national leaders to reach into their nations and make a greater impact, begin new groups, and strengthen the Aglow work there.
- Translation of Aglow communications and materials.
- Planning, preparing and administrating the Global Prayer Network, Israel trips and outreach, etc.
- Annual conferences/events.
- Administrative support including legal and financial accountability for the global ministry.